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1-Will we ever get a theory of high temperature 
superconductivity comparable to BCS theory of
conventional superconductors?

Some questions about the future of superconductivity

2-Will we be able to build a robust room-
temperature superconductor? What will be the 
consequences?

3-Will we ever find a (terrestrial) superconducting
liquid ? (cf. neutron stars)
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Copernicus 1543 

Galileo 1610

Einstein 1905

Heisenberg 1926

Hubble 1933

Bell 1964
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SOME MORE OBVIOUS TRUE FACTS ABOUT THE 
PHYSICAL WORLD 

1-Statements about what “would have happened” 
are either true or false

2-The past can influence the present, and the 
present the future, not viceversa 

3- All accounts of “paranormal” phenomena are the 
results of fraud/hallucination/…

4-The properties of big things are consequences of
the properties of the little things, of which they are 
composed

5-There is no “purpose” in the Universe. 
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INTERFERENCE OF AMPLITUDES        

MEASURE: PA→B→E (shut off channel C)

PA→C→E (shut off channel B)
(both channels open)

EXPTL. FACT:

QM ACCOUNT:

vanishes unless
both A’s nonzero  

 amplitude must be nonzero for each of two paths, 
not just for ensemble but for each member of it

And yet….
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At microlevel:

Directly observed phenomenon of interference

 simultaneous “existence” of amplitudes for two 
alternative paths for each individual member of 
ensemble

 neither outcome “definitely realized”

Now, extrapolate formalism to macrolevel (Schrödinger):

MACROSCOPICALLY
DISTINCT STATES

L

D

A6S10

Is each cat of ensemble either in state L or in state D?
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and A the same in (AC, AD) (etc.)

–

Kexp
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Exptl. Predictions of QM incompatable with those of any

theory embodying
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